Dinghy Races Held Sunday, Continued With Great Vigor

C. R. Horton Triumphs, Closely Followed by Bergenson and Michel

Vote To Give Final Lecture For Training Class Thursday

Wood Will Welcome Anyone Interested At Bathhouse

A cold wind stirs the Northeast. Gore raises the racing dinghies over a mile and a half triangular course, last Saturday. Winner for the afternoon was a boat named "Jono." C. R. Horton, who was leading the order, berged in some 29 points, followed by F. J. Misch, ’38, 30, and Michel, ’39, 33, at 1:58 minutes by Horton.

How To Become a Skipper

Anyone interested in sailing who has not already joined the club should see Jack Wood at the boathouse any after- noons during the week when he begins to put through a two-weeks’ shore training period. During the period of training, the in- structor can give him every help to become a good skipper.

Shore School Meeting

Robert C. Voss will give final ins- tructions to those who attended shore school, Tuesday at 8 p.m., in Room 10-100. Certificates will then be issued to those who have completed the course.

What men qualify as skippers can be determined upon the basis of their training during the week. The period of time is permitted here to 9 to 10 o'clock.

"It Machine" Will Be Feature Of Commuter Personality Party

Jessen Tobias’ Orchestra Will Play At the Club On April 17

What price personality? This question will be paramount in the minds of the students who are to attend the Commuter’s dance in Walker, for this week the orchestra will discard their usual personality of the girls as regis- tered at the various luncheons of the Com- muter. Their part will be that of a back of a bank of computers, automatically determining the price of admission. However, a mini- mum price of 50 cents and a maximum of $1.25 have been fixed, and the fraction of the charge is decided by the number of electric votes cast for the price of 50 cents or 10 cents.

The Maschines create an electri- cally controlled personality of the students which is placed in such a manner as to be the mirror image of the normal personality of the lady in question. This new personality will be determined upon the basis of the number of students in attendance at the luncheon, which will be calculated on a scale of 50 cents, automatically determining the price of admission. However, a mini- mum price of 50 cents and a maximum of $1.25 have been fixed, and the fraction of the charge is decided by the number of electric votes cast for the price of 50 cents or 10 cents.
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Trip To Observe Eclipse In Siberia Sponsored By Institute and Harvard

Technology and Harvard are jointly sponsoring a solar eclipse expedition to observe the solar eclipse on June 18th, Professor Joseph C. Boyce of Harvard physical geology for England in February and the first group of astronomers were paid for by the Natural Science Laboratory of the National Academy of Sciences. The expedition has two divisions, one to observe the eclipse and the other to photograph the ionosphere and corona during the eclipse. The expedition is planning to leave for the eclipse site on May 25th and a later group of astronomers (leaving May 30th) will join the expedition.

Open House Will Show Tech Life To Public

Demonstration of sound by light waves, mechanical solution of similar problems, a movie projector, will be among the many exhibits to be displayed at the institute’s thirteenth annual Open House on Saturday.

In addition to these scientific exhibits, the college is also planning a graduate life at Technology will take place during the day. These include the open house, a program of talks at 1:30 p.m., a briefing on the newly-acquired sailing dinghy, a track meet, and the annual Open House. Tech Show will also be presented in the form of a traveling sales demonstration, "Easy To Take," at the Open House on Saturday.